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D Reading The New Frontier
New Frontier Data ( the global authority in data, analytics and business intelligence on the cannabis industry, releases the final two reports of the U.S. CBD Consumer Series, Consumption Drivers (Vol ...

New Research Reveals 30% of CBD Consumers Expect to Increase Usage
In years past I was lucky enough to work with some great writers in a number of crazy places around the world. I participated not as a writer, but as a character in their stories. I was usually cast ...

The Bright Side: A dispatch from the frontier
Further Reading Frontier ... multiple years, as Frontier said it plans to reach "approximately 495,000 additional locations in 2021." That apparently includes 100,000 new fiber locations already ...

Frontier exits bankruptcy, claims it will double fiber-to-the-home footprint
In the final model year before the new 2022 version arrives ... Since the back seat in the four-door Frontier is such a small space, we'd pick the King Cab. Since every trim level has the V ...

2021 Nissan Frontier
Veteran Israeli startup Ramon.Space develops computing solutions and chips that can withstand the conditions in space. CEO: Preserve Earth by researching space ...

The Israeli computing solutions that helped land on an asteroid and fly closest to the sun
Cannabis is a new frontier for real estate, a kind of Wild West, with danger lurking but money to be made, and that has led many brokers and real estate professionals to at least consider what it ...

A New Frontier For CRE: Cannabis Brokers Work To Corner The Market Before The Big Names Make A Move
Recent weeks have seen numerous calls for more investment in research and development (R&D) in the United States. This is understandable with a new administration that is friendlier to science and ...

The frontier is not endless for all
As Chicago winds down the United Center and other mass vaccination sites, city health officials on Tuesday said they will shift focus to a hyperlocal inoculation campaign that includes dozens of ...

Coronavirus in Illinois updates: Here’s what’s happening Wednesday with COVID-19 in the Chicago area
The dreadful news came this week of the death of Chuck Larson, longtime contributor and book reviewer for CounterPunch, after a prolonged struggle with prostate cancer. I got to know Chuck in 1978. He ...

Reading the World With Charles Larson
Chinese Long March 3B rocket carrying the Tiantong 1-02 satellite, a new mobile ... The Endless Frontier Act (EFA)—designed to accelerate U.S. research and development (R&D) activities to ...

Congress’s New Law Will Handicap America’s Conquest Of The Next Technology Frontier
4 Department of Regulation in Infection Biology, Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research, D-38124 Braunschweig ... that follow Cas9-mediated DNA cleavage will enhance insertion of new or corrected ...

The new frontier of genome engineering with CRISPR-Cas9
Kadince Bach doubled twice and drove home four runs as the Carthage softball team held off Indian River, 14-13, in a Frontier League "A" Division game Monday. Shantel Cox contributed three runs batted ...

Frontier League roundup: Bach ignites Carthage softball to triumph over Indian River, 14-13
State health officials are about to open a new front in the running battle against COVID-19 — vaccinating children 12 to 15 years old. Three things make this stage of the fight different ...

Vaccines for 12-to-15 could be new NH frontier
"Since many years," Ignazio Roppolo recounts, "in the MP4MNT group, a research unit coordinated by Dr. Annalisa Chiappone and I is specifically devoted to development of new materials that can be ...

New frontier for 3D printing develops state-of-the-art soft materials able to self-heal
POCATELLO — The next frontier of cancer research is happening ... which has led to the opportunity to be on the cutting edge of this new cancer research. If you would like to submit an upcoming ...

New frontier in cancer research: 3D bioprinting
Nicholas Britell’s scores — for “Succession,” “Moonlight” and “The Underground Railroad,” among others — suggest whole new ways of ... darker, in D minor, with the virtuosic ...

The Composer at the Frontier of Movie Music
IBM's new 2 nm chip technology helps advance the state ... can result from sustained investments and a collaborative R&D ecosystem approach." IBM at the forefront of semiconductor innovation ...

IBM Unveils World's First 2 Nanometer Chip Technology, Opening a New Frontier for Semiconductors
C. Douglas Whelan has been serving as interim superintendent at Frontier after the district parted ways with Superintendent Richard J. Hughes in December. Swiatek will start his new job July 1 ...

Frontier appoints new superintendent
IBM’s new 2nm chip technology ... IBM endorsed the Endless Frontier Act, recently re-introduced by hometown denizen and Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) and Todd Young (R-IN).

The New IBM Chip Just Got a Boost from Biden Bill
Preparation for this week’s matchup with Bakersfield High took on a special meaning for Frontier junior Danny ... and there was some question whether he’d even play Friday night.
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